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 The computer revolution and the emergence of the digital age dramatically altered the way people 

communicate, changed the processes of production, and transformed the skills needed for employment in 

a world with industries that did not exist before the digital age. Computer technology progressed 

relatively quickly going from commercially-viable room-sized mainframes to closet-sized minicomputers 

within a decade. One decade later, the microprocessor made possible personal computers that could fit on 

a desk, and with this microcomputer came greater democratization of computer technology. Within just 

another few years, graphical interfaces opened up technological utility to the less-technically inclined. 

Though computer technology has benefitted society, positive outcomes were neither inevitable nor have 

been universal. A technological innovation is a singular point of possibilities within a historical matrix. In 

the digital age those possibilities were realized very quickly, and the direction took shape so fast, that we 

tend to forget the periods between technological steps in which all the different directions that technology 

could go were still possibilities, and the impact of that uncertainty on people‘s lives.  

 The collegiate experience is an intersection point between child and adult. College life revolves 

around preparation for the workforce, being surrounded by it, interacting with it,  but not yet part of it. 

Seen through eyes of university students, the possibilities, the potential pitfalls, and the patterns of 

change, are illuminated though the students’ and the universities’ sense of uncertainty. This paper will 

focus on the impact that computer technology had on the establishment of the University during the 

mainframe and minicomputer years (the early 1960s and 1970s).  I will attempt to illuminate and illustrate 

the significance of the changes in three areas — the academic programs that were altered due to computer 

technology, the physical acquisition and transformation of the campus, and the student and faculty 

experiences with computer technology. 
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 After being founded in 1913 as the Georgia Institute of Technology’s evening commerce school, 

Georgia State struggled to establish its own reputation amongst the other the universities in Georgia. After 

a political battle between Georgia State, the University of Georgia, and the University System of Georgia 

in the 1950s, the University System Regents established Georgia State College as a separate institution, 

and by 1969, Georgia State became a full-fledged research university. While histories of Georgia State 

University have been written, none have focused on the impact of computer technology.  Georgia State 

University: An Institutional History 1913-2002, originally a dissertation in Higher Education, focuses on 

the development and evolution of the University’s mission. Educating the Urban New South: Atlanta and 

the Rise of the Georgia State University 1913-1969 explores the development of the urban university 

within the context of the growing city of Atlanta.  

 The history of computing has been a growing field of historical research over the last few 

decades. Regarding the place of the history of computing within the broader field of the history of 

technology or the even broader history of science, a variety of scholarly journal articles by the late 

Michael Sean Mahoney of Princeton University is a valuable resource. His work was collected into a 

book length monograph edited by Thomas Haigh titled Histories of Computing published by Harvard 

University Press in 2011.  Additionally, Mahoney’s website, full of class reading lists and links to 

academic writings, which was created in the early years of Princeton’s foray onto the world wide web, 

remains active though un-updated since Mahoney’s death in 2008. Mahoney was one of the first to 

articulate the idea of a “software crisis” which would lead to insistence on the focus of computer use 

rather than exclusive hardware development.  This paper will follow that idea, but moving beyond 1

software development and further explore societal uses and integration of the whole computer — 

hardware and software— into the collegiate experiance. For an example of placing computer technology 

into the larger societal structure, the association for computing machinery (ACM) published a book length 

history of computing in society titled Communities of Computing: Computer Science and Society in the 

ACM  in which Dr. Thomas Misa of the University of Minnesota explores the ACM within larger social 

issues of the 1960s and 1970s such as the Women’s Rights Movement and the Vietnam War.  IBM 

 Thomas Haigh, “Unexpected Connections, Powerful Precedents, and Big Questions: The Work of Michael Sean Mahoney on 1

the History of Computing” in Histories of Computing by Michael Sean Mahoney ed. Thomas Haigh (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2011): 9. 
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dominated the early computer market, and as such, histories of IBM are important sources. Building IBM: 

Shaping an Industry and Its Technology, as well as IBM’s 360 and Early 370 Systems are examples of 

these industrial biographies that help give context. Additional research has been done on countercultural 

influences on computer develop in the 1960s. Examples include From Counterculture to Cyberculture 

Stewart Brand, The Whole Earth Network and the Rise of Digital Utopianism by Fred Turner and John 

Markoff’s What the Dormouse Said: How the Sixties Counterculture Shaped the Personal Computer 

Industry. Other secondary source material for the history of computing are academic journals which 

include the Society for the History of Technology’s official journal Technology and Culture.  

 This project will attempt to add a case study of the integration of computer technology into grand 

scale histories of computer technology and society at large. Early histories of computer technology 

focused on the men who led big breakthroughs in computer technology often with the goal of 

“establishing credit for ‘firsts.’”  Historian Michael Mahoney argued that “historical periodization [built] 2

around machine generations” and histories that are focused on “hardware technologies and computer 

producers” do not make sense when one is interested “technology in use,” which historians of technology 

have been “increasingly turning their attention.”  By focusing on Georgia State during its formative years 3

as becoming a research university, I will attempt to focus historical light on the intersection of early 

computer technology amongst those more likely to be technically inclined (educated, urban, academically 

driven, more within reach of emerging technology than those outside of academia) but not directly 

involved in its development (as compared to students and faculty at MIT, Berkeley, Stanford, etc…). This 

paper will become part of a larger project that will further explore computer integration in southern 

collegiate society in general by expanding to include the experiences with computer technology at both 

Georgia Tech and the University of Georgia. 

 Primary source material for this project will consist of university archival material. The students’ 

own words in Georgia State’s student-produced newspaper and yearbook will build the backbone of 

historical evidence. The Georgia State University Archives also houses presidential papers, annual 

university reports to the Board of Regents, and facility reports.  Combined, these sources will help 

 Haigh, 4-5. 2

 Haigh, 5. 3
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determine the relationship between student expectations, faculty experiences, and university priorities. 

When connected to larger external factors and trends, our historical understanding of both the collegiate 

experience in the 1960s and 1970s and of society’s interaction with changing computer technology will be 

further evident.  
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